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Starlo’s Tips For Mega Tuross Flathead
•

Deep holes don’t hold big fish. Large flathead are always found where the food is, so learn to

read the water and know how to find the “choke points” where fish accumulate.
•

Big flathead are not dumb and can be leader shy. Know how to “finesse up” your gear to get

better results on leader-shy fish and understand that spooked fish can often still be caught once
you know how.
•

Placing a stinger in the tail of a large, unweighted soft plastic is important not only to convert

strikes into hookups, but to balance the lure. The technique for working soft plastics in shallow
water is very different from the techniques usually employed for flathead fishing and can revolutionise your fishing.

https://doclures.com

Starlo’s Tips For Mega Tuross Flathead
• 100mm Squidgy Fish in Black/Gold or Silver Fox colours on a 7-12 gram jig head.
• Squidy Wriggler in bloodworm colour (usually used for bream, but gets a big by-catch of
flathead).
• 200mm and 150mm Squidgy Whip Bait in Drop Bear or White Lightning colours fished unweighted with a large jig hook and stinger.
• 160mm Berkley Giant Ripple Shad.

Best Time Of Year & Tides
•

Flathead can be caught year-round in Tuross Lake, but the October to January period is
when larger fish aggregate and are easiest to connect with.
• The last half of the run-out tide and the first hour of the run-in tide give best results as the
fish are aggregated around choke points. Once the flats are inundated the fish can spread out
and be harder to find.

Episode Sponsors
Fishotopia is where Australia’s genius fishing minds hang out to share their secrets and
talk tackle, technique and more. Join the community and find out how the ten percent fish!
Guided Fishing Downunder is central Queensland’s premier guided fishing service, putting anglers onto barra, king threadfin, Spanish mackerel, trevally, queenfish and more!

Starlo’s Sponsors

Shimano Australia manufacturers of some of finest fishing tackle available, including
Squidgy lures, which make up 3 of the 4 lures Starlo reaches for first when his chasing big
flathead.
Mako Eyewear Australia is central Queensland’s premier guided fishing service, putting
anglers onto barra, king threadfin, Spanish mackerel, trevally, queenfish and more!

Resources
NSW Fisheries for the latest NSW Dusky Flathead size and bag limits.
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